For Immediate Release

Accelerate Learning Inc. Selects LoudCloud’s Competency-Based LMS For STEM Certificate Program

Dallas, TX, November 20, 2015 – LoudCloud Systems announced today that Accelerate Learning Inc., a leading provider of STEM education to preK-12, has selected the LoudCloud Learning Management System for its STEM certificate program. The selection comes after an extensive process of vetting software-as-a-service platform providers and services organizations to support developing and delivering their certificate programs. That search process culminated with the selection of LoudCloud’s competency-based LMS.

“Our STEM Certificate program opens a new avenue for us to complement our successful digital curriculum, activity and assessment programs.” said Dr. Vernon Johnson, President and CEO of Accelerate Learning. “We needed a competency linked platform that would allow us to quickly build and maintain modules, is simple for teachers to use and delivers a high quality training experience. We believe there is a large potential market with STEM teachers in the US and LoudCloud’s ecommerce capabilities will also allow us to market these modules through multiple channels.” Dr. Johnson continued “Finally the LoudCloud team really worked with us. We feel very comfortable LoudCloud will be a great long term partner.”

“We are very pleased to be working with Accelerate Learning on their new STEM offering.” said Manoj Kutty, CEO of LoudCloud Systems. “Our competency based learning management platform was specifically designed provide the type of flexibility in content creation and delivery that Accelerate Learning was seeking. Our SaaS based platform is also designed to easily scale delivery as the user population grows.”

LoudCloud has invested heavily in creating learning systems that meet the needs of education, corporate and government institutions to deliver high quality learning experiences. LoudCloud’s goal of ensuring academic success is realized through a set of products which provide exceptional content delivery tied to competencies while also enabling deep collaboration between students and faculty and an analytics package with behavioral analytics, alerts and recommendations. LoudCloud’s LMS, FASTRAK, and K-12 products all espouse the concept that one size does not fit all, and provide platforms that can be flexible to the needs of each environment.
About LoudCloud Systems:
LoudCloud Systems is a behavioral analytics based teaching and learning platform designed to deliver personalized pathways in education. The core framework, rooted in re-imagined LMS technology, simplifies course and content authoring using proprietary algorithms to inform and guide course progress. With innovations in collaborative, digital readers and task centricity, LoudCloud continues to grow business with prominent customers in both the higher education and K-12 sectors while providing platforms for institutions engaging in competency based learning solutions. For more information about LoudCloud Systems, please visit the company’s website. LoudCloud customers include, University of Florida-Lastinger Center, Career Education Corp. (CECO-NASDAQ), Grand Canyon University (LOPE-NASDAQ), The American College, and Jefferson County School District.

About Accelerate Learning, Inc.:
Accelerate Learning, in conjunction with Rice University, is focused on becoming the most effective digital preK-12 STEM resource used by teachers, students, and parents. With over 1.5 million student users and growing, Accelerate Learning has grown from a single product, STEMscopes in 2007, to a brand that now offers a variety of curriculum and professional development solutions which support early learning, NGSS, and state-aligned curriculum. Accelerate Learning has earned recognition in District Administration’s Top 100 Products, SIIA Innovation Incubator, and EdTech Digest's Cool Tool Awards.
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